A Comprehensive Listing of Quality Products and Services

Serving the Industrial, Municipal and Utility markets since 1984

GE/Masoneilan - A leading producer of reciprocating, rotary and severe service control valves, regulators, and field instrumentation. Major product brands include the Camflex eccentric plug rotary valve
and the SVI 2 digital valve positioner and controller. They also provide valves for Severe Service applications. As the local MARC (Masoneilan Authorized Repair Center), Control Distributors can offer startup commissioning, field service troubleshooting / repair and support during plant outages.
ABZ - Manufacturer of durable and reliable butterfly valves for a multitude of applications. From Resilient Seated to Double and Triple Offset High Performance Valves, ABZ has a range of materials and
options to fit your application needs.
PBV: Manufactures an array of valves from trunnion, floating to severe service metal seated, zeroleakage, ball valves, designed with the most demanding industrial applications and environments in
mind. Along with their standard product offering, PBV also offers custom design services for any special
requirements.
Crane - With a wide variety of valves, Crane provides solutions in the Power Generating, Refining,
Chemical, Pulp & Paper and Commercial Construction HVAC business.
Burkert - Leading Manufacturer of fluid control systems: A wide array of solenoid, angle seat, ball,
analytical and control valves; flow, pH, ORP, conductivity, pressure, temperature, level sensors and
controllers. With the new ELEMENT Line of Products, Burkert has many options that cater to the food
and drug, chemical feed and batch injection processes as well as Industrial Waste Water and Water
Treatment Markets.
Hy-Lok - A leading valve and fitting manufacturing company in North and South America that can
reduce the installation costs while maintaining reliability in your fluid systems. Following the same
"Dual-Ferrule" patent since 1947, Hy-Lok provides a leak free connection every time. Hy-lok fittings are
also completely compatible and interchangeable with Swagelok fittings.
Dresser Mooney - Dresser REDQ Regulators, a division of Dresser, Inc. develops specialty regulators
that are utilized in a wide range of markets and applications. Markets include industrial, aerospace,
government, natural gas and others. Applications are from making plastic bottles to applications at
NASA facilities.
Rotork - Rotork is the world’s leading designer and manufacturer of industrial valve actuators, valve
control systems, valve gearboxes and accessories. Under the Rotork banner; Rotork Controls, Rotork
Process Controls, Rotork Fluid Systems and Rotork Field Service all aid in providing the proper actuator for your application. Rotork’s global network provides a localized single source for these products,
supported by life-of-plant maintenance, repair and upgrade services. With the acquisition of Jordan,
Remote Control and Type K, Rotork has an automation package for just about any application.
Type K - Whether you are looking for a retro-fit damper application or a specifying a new design, Type
K is an industry leader in manufacturing efficient, durable and compact damper drives. Manufactured
and assembled in the USA, Type K prides themselves in providing a lasting solution to your damper
drive needs.
Established in 1984, Control Distributors provides experience in complete system and equipment
inspections, installations, upgrades, retrofits, mobile machining, valve repacking and reconditioning,
component testing, equipment repair, documentation, and maintenance programs of high performance
control valves and motor-operated isolation valves, either in-shop or on-site, from a single valve to plant
wide– no job too big or too small. As a Masoneilan Authorized Repair Center, we maintain local, factory
authorized field teams to assist you 24/7.
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Thermo Ramsey - Leading Manufacturer of Conveyor Belt Scales, Weighbelt Feeders, Volumetric
Feeders, Tramp Metal Detectors, ltrasonic Level Measurement, Engineered Samplers, Belt Misalignment, Safety Pull and Under/Over Speed Switches, Rotary Paddle, Capacitance and Tilt Switches.
Spirax Sarco Engineered Measurements Co. - also known as EMCO, Spirax Sarco Flowmeters are a
global name in the industrial liquid, gas and steam metering markets. Steam Traps, Insertion and Inline
Turbine, Insertion and Inline Vortex, Electromagnetic, Transit Time, BTU measurement, and Flow
Processors are just some of the technologies put to use by Spirax Sarco.
Greyline - Level/Flow monitoring instruments for measurement and control in water and waste water,
and industrial process automation: Open channel, Doppler and Area-Velocity, flow meters; ultrasonic
level.
RCM Industries - A quality manufacturer of direct reading flow-meters, switches and transmitters.
Options include dial calibrated gauges faces or even digital displays.
Ronan - Manufacturers of gamma source detection systems for level, mass flow, interface and weight
measurements for continuous and point level applications.
Tyco/Scott Instruments - World leading designer of high performance portable and fixed gas detection
instrumentation for combustibles, toxics and oxygen deficiency. Scott has been serving the waste water
treatment, semiconductor, chemical, petroleum, pulp and paper and power utilities industries for over
20 years. Control Distributors is also a local Scott ASC (Authorized Service Center) with technicians
capable of installations, commissioning, troubleshooting and scheduled calibrations.
Alloy Valves and Control, Inc. - AVCO is a global leader in innovative engineered ball valves and instrumentation devices for all types of fluid flow conditions in the piping process market. AVCO's mission is
to design, manufacture and integrate superior products to better serve our customers' demands and
provide engineered solutions for some of the world's harshest operating conditions in piping.
Monarch Instruments -- In 1982, the Monarch Instrument Division of Monarch International was established to manufacture and market the first microprecessor based portable tachometers. Monarch
rapidly became the world’s largest supplier of rotational speed measuring instrumentation and stroboscopic inspection equipment. Continuing, Monarch introduced an exceptional line of DataChart
ATC - Your single source solution for Timers, Counters, Time-Delay Relays, Sensors, Controllers,
Proximity Sensors, Photoelectric Sensors and Tower Indicating Lights. They also carry low cost, high
quality; Phase, Voltage and Current Monitors, Alternating Relays and Alternating Controllers.
Dwyer - A broad range of competitively priced precision instruments for measuring, transmitting and
controlling pressure, temperature, level and flow.
Duro-Sense - Temperature Measurement for the Aerospace and Industrial markets; Thermocouples,
RTD's, Wire, Cable and Hardware. Specializing in exotic thermocouples and custom design applications.
Wika Ashcroft - The world's leading manufacturers of pressure and temperature instrumentation; with
a full line of mechanical and electronic pressure instruments, temperature instruments, and chemical
diaphragm seals.
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Established in 1984, Control Distributors’ technical expertise and product
knowledge has lead us in our commitment to providing outstanding sales and
service to our customers. Our Service Team is factory trained and certified. We
specialize in installation and upgrades, from a single valve to plant-wide. We’d
love the opportunity to earn your business and to demonstrate how we can
save you money, keep your operation running at peak efficiency, and provide
solid solutions for your process application needs.
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